11/3/2023:

Summary Minutes of Acute Care Special Interest Group

1) Introduction – Felipe
   a. Zoe from BMC is co-chair, and Felipe from UCLA is co-chair
   b. Resources from the group
      i. Quarterly zoom meetings to keep in touch
      ii. Google group forum for discussion and dissemination
      iii. Resource library in google doc
         1. Felipe invites all to upload things or give feedback on what is needed
         2. Goal for next year- ask ppl to upload things in real time during meeting
   c. Goals for the group:
      i. Most importantly, a forum to build connections to brainstorm ways to take care of our patients
      ii. Explore research collaborations
      iii. Group to discuss clinical and administrative challenges
      iv. Advocacy opportunities for patients
      v. Collaboration with DEI Committee Work

Topics discussed

2) Peer Salary and Support
   a. Discussed strategies to work with HR to get salaries you want- including creative job titles, promoting ppl to roles w words like “supervisor” “senior”
   b. Ensuring adequate supervision is important in peer counseling- outside or internal resources for this
   c. challenges of promoting from within- a suggestion was made to make an open call for the job, so others would feel process of promotion was more transparent and equitable
   d. challenges of having peers w/in same org or reporting structure who have very different job demands – and equity issues re this

3) MTD 72 hr take home kits
   a. Some ppl have successfully implemented, though IT build and pharm buy in the biggest piece of work
   b. Mult attendees volunteered to share order sets and protocol from Epic
   c. Some other institutions struggling w buy in and internal barriers, including concern re lack of PDMP reporting

4) Research shared agenda
   a. Discussion re building a multi-institution data based- what variables would we like to track/share? What outcome to measure?
   b. Need to make standard note templates if want to easily abstract and harmonize data

To do:

- All
  o Add to resource library
  o Be active in google group
- Felipe Vasudevan & Zoe Weinstein
  - Ensure Google Drive is running smoothly
  - Invite new attendees to group

Attendees:
Zoe Weinstein
Felipe Vasudevan
Payel Roy
Megan Buresh
Bradford Davis
Kathryn Dong
Alex Sidelnik
Li Li